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Abstract

This paper provides simulation evidence concerning some statistical proper-

ties of two different approaches to technical efficiency estimation for multiple-

output production under noisy conditions: The Ray Frontier Approach (RFA)

from Löthgren (1997) and DEA+ proposed in Gstach (1996). RFA, unlike

earlier approaches in the realm of stochastic frontier analysis, is capable of

efficiency estimation in the case of multiple outputs as well and lends itself for

comparison with DEA+ . Several settings with varying sample sizes, noise to

signal ratios and mean inefficiencies are investigated.
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1 Introduction

In this paper evidence from Monte-Carlo simulations is provided concerning some statistical
properties of two different approaches to technical efficiency estimation for multiple-output
production under noisy conditions. These approaches are the Ray Frontier Approach (RFA)
from Löthgren (1997) and DEA+ proposed in Gstach (1996). Related approaches tackling
the problem of noise from different perspectives include for example Banker and Maindiratta
(1992), Kneip and Simar (1996), Brockett and Golany (1996), Post (1997) or Park, Sickles and
Simar (1998). Comparison here is confined to DEA+ and RFA.

Earlier work yielded encouraging evidence about the small sample properties of DEA+ esti-
mators for the single output case and motivated extension of research to the multiple output
setting, see Gstach (1997). Corresponding properties of RFA, which is an adaptation of the
Aigner, Lovell and Schmidt (1977) and Meeusen and van den Broeck (1977) type of approach to
stochastic frontier analysis (SFA) to cope with multiple outputs, have to my knowledge not yet
been investigated. Because of this close link between SFA and RFA the Monte Carlo studies,
starting with Olson, Schmidt and Waldman (1980) investigating SFA performance exist and
the results documented therein are also relevant in the RFA context.

Both estimation techniques share two common properties: First they are based on the as-
sumption of proportional impact of noise and efficiency on all outputs. Secondly they require
parametrization of the error structure to distinguish between the noise and the inefficiency
component, unlike for example the panel data approach presented in Kneip and Simar (1996).

The distinguishing features between RFA and DEA+ concern their respective domain of noise
and the way of moulding production. In case of RFA it is assumed that noise is unbounded
like in all stochastic frontier models. Furthermore RFA requires parametrization of the pro-
duction relationship. DEA+ on the other hand assumes noise to be bounded, while making no
assumption about production parameters, both points reflecting the descent from DEA.

In some sense thus the two approaches compared here appear as competitors: This would
be the case if RFA were based on a flexible functional form (for example translog) and if a
normal distribution were accepted as proxy for a symmetrical, unimodal and thin tailed and
possibly bounded distribution. If, on the other hand, one of these conditions is violated the
two approaches should rather be considered as complements, each with its own shortcomings
and strengths.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the production structure and
the data generating process will be defined. Section 3 describes the various settings and steps
of the Monte-Carlo-Simulations in detail. Exposition and discussion of the results is contained
in Section 4 and Section 5 concludes.

2 Production Model and Data Generating Process

Estimation of efficiency is based on observed outputs, denoted y, which must be distinguished
from often unobserved quasi deterministic outputs, denoted y̆. But only the latter should
be used to appreciate the performance of some decision making unit (DMU). Based on this
distinction output (production possibility) sets of a multiple-output technology can be correctly
specified as

Y(x) ≡ {y̆ ∈ IRS
+ | x can produce y̆}, with S > 1. (1)
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These sets are assumed to satisfy strict convexity and monotonicity. The efficient frontier in
Farrells sense corresponding to input mix x is then defined as set

YF(x) ≡ {y̆ ∈ Y(x) | λy̆ 6∈ Y(x), ∀ λ>1} (2)

and the corresponding Farrell output-efficiency ε of a point (x, y̆) as

ε(x, y̆) ≡ max{λ | λy̆ ∈ YF(x)} (3)

This amounts to find an output vector in Y(x) with output proportions equal to those of y̆,
which has maximum norm. But fixed output proportions can also be guaranteed by keeping
the angles θ, defined via polar-coordinate representation y̆ ≡ |y̆| m(θ), fixed. The maximum
norm one is looking for may thus be defined as a function

h(x, θ) ≡ max{τ | τ m(θ) ∈ Y(x)} (4)

of inputs and polar-coordinate angles of the output vector. This representation is used in
Löthgrens RFA approach, which gives rise to an alternative definition of the Farrell efficient
frontier, analogous to (2)

YF(x) ≡ {y̆ ∈ Y(x) | h(x, θ)= |y̆|}. (5)

and corresponding efficiency measure

ε(x, y̆) ≡ |y̆| / h(x, θ) (6)

With either (3) or (6) the efficient output level corresponding to production (x, y̆) may be
defined as

yF (x) ≡ y̆/ε(x, y̆) (7)

Finding the efficient frontier is thus the crucial step in either approach to efficiency measure-
ment. In that respect DEA+ and RFA follow completely different routes. The data generating
process (DGP) motivating the use of DEA+ is assumed to consist of density functions for noise
v and inefficiency u and a function relating frontier outputs to observed outputs as follows

vi ∼ iid gV (vi) with vi ≤ vmax, E[vi] = 0 (8)

ui ∼ iid gU(ui) with ui ≥ 0 (9)

yi = yF (xi) e
−wi where wi ≡ ui − vi (10)

The crucial assumptions of this DGP are thus a bounded noise term and proportional errors.
Because of this boundedness of the noise term equation 10 has a natural deterministic equiva-
lent:

yi = ỹF (xi) e
−w̃i where ỹF (xi) ≡ yF (xi) e

vmax and w̃i ≡ vmax− vi + ui (11)

A BCC type of DEA applied to {xi, yi}ni=1 will then yield estimates ̂̃y F(xi) and furthermore ̂̃wi
of pseudo-frontier and pseudo error terms. The essential step of DEA+ is then to estimate the
parameters determining gV (.) (most importantly vmax) and gU(.) from the convoluted density
of the { ̂̃wi}ni=1 terms (with known domain [0,∞) !) via maximization of the corresponding
likelihood function. So the DEA+ estimate of the true frontier is finally defined as

ŷF (xi) = ̂̃y F(xi) e−v̂max . (12)

To motivate the use of RFA on the other hand, the DGP described above must be modified
with regard to noise. More precisely (8) must be replaced by

vi ∼ iid gV (vi) with vi ∈ (−∞,+∞), E[vi] = 0 (13)
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But with errors applying to all outputs equi-proportionally as defined in (10), frontier estimation
might be conducted via Regression of the norms of observed output vectors on values of x and θ.
This can be seen by combining the definitions of m(θ), h(x, θ), yF (x) and y from above, leading
to the formulation |yi| = h(xi, θi) e

vi−ui . Using a flexible translog function in the explaining
parameters xi and θi as proxy for the true functional form h(.) and ln(|yi|)-values as outputs,
MLE is applied to this regression equation to estimate the functional and the distributional
parameters. This leads to frontier point estimates

ŷF (xi) = ĥ(xi, θi) yi / |yi|. (14)

This procedure thus is an extension to the techniques investigated in Aigner et al. (1977) or
Meeusen and van den Broeck (1977) as mentioned in the introduction.

3 Simulation Settings

As common basis for the simulations conducted a technology with two inputs, two outputs and
decreasing returns to scale was chosen. Furthermore an input/output separable form of this
technology was assumed for ease of generating data. 2 The output side exhibits constant elas-
ticity of transformation while the input side is modeled as a constant elasticity of substitution
function. The specific relationship between inputs, inefficiency, noise and outputs for DMU i
then reads as follows: √

0.5y2
i,1 + 0.5y2

i,2 = x0.2
i,1 x

0.5
i,2 e

vi−ui (15)

All simulations are carried out on the basis of a fixed design of the input side, characterized
by xij values, where i = 1 . . . n and j = 1, 2. This should be kept in mind, when interpreting
the results, as it reduces variability of the results compared to a random design setting. The
advantage of the fixed design is better comparability of the results between the RFA and the
DEA+ approach.

The xij values are fixed as a grid of order statistics. To construct the latter a normally dis-
tributed random variable r with E(r) = 10 and STD(r) = 3 is defined first. The sample size
n was chosen to be the square of some integer. This then gives rise to order statistics rk for
k = 1 . . .

√
n with corresponding expected values denoted r̄k. Now all possible variations of

elements r̄k of order two with replacement yield an [n× 2]-matrix, which I use as input-matrix.
The first vector of this input-matrix is accordingly given through (x1,1, x1,2) = (r̄1, r̄1), while
the last vector is (xn,1, xn,2) = (r̄√n, r̄√n). Thus I have

E(xij) = 10, STD(xij) = 3 (16)

With these fixed inputs and some random values for noise term vi and inefficiency term ui the

norm of the output of DMU i is fully specified as
√
y2
i,1 + y2

i,2 =
√

2 x0.2
i,1 x

0.5
i,2 e

vi−ui . This norm
is then split by introducing a random technology parameter αi to yield output values defined
by

yi,1 =
√

2αi x
0.2
i,1 x

0.5
i,2 e

vi−ui , yi,2 =
√

2(1−αi) x0.2
i,1 x

0.5
i,2 e

vi−ui

These technology parameters are drawn independently from a [0, 1]-truncated-normal with

E(αi) = 0.5, STD(αi) = 0.2 (17)

2See for example Kumbhakar (1996), where such functions are analyzed in an SFA context.
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All stochastic models used are parametrized via mean inefficiency µu ≡ E(u) and noise-to-
signal ratio η ≡ VAR(v)/[VAR(v)+VAR(u)]. The latter will simply be referred to as noise in
the sequel. In case of the bounded noise term underlying the DEA+ model an extra parameter
is needed to fully specify the two distributions involved (see below).

For the inefficiency term u two different distributions are considered:

• u iid∼ Exponential with Parameter θ, u ∈ [0,+∞). The value of θ is derived from given µu
via µu = 1/θ, so VAR(u) = 1/θ2 = µ2

U .

• u iid∼ Halfnormal with Parameter σu, u ∈ [0,+∞). The value of σu is derived from the

relationship µu = σu
√

2/π, while VAR(u) = (1− 2/π)σ2
u = (π/2− 1)µ2

U .

The distribution of the bounded noise term v used in evaluating DEA+ performance is

• v iid∼ Symmetrical Beta with Parameters α and vmax, v ∈ [−vmax,+vmax]. . The first
coefficient is set to α = 2. This together with values for µu and η and the definition

VAR(v) = v2
max/(2α+1) then determines vmax =

√
η (2α+1) VAR(u) / (1−η).

The distribution of the unbounded noise term v used in evaluating RFA performance is

• v iid∼ Normal with Parameter σv. The specific value of σv is derived from the specifications

of µu and η via σv =
√
ηVAR(u) / (1− η).

I performed simulations for a fixed mean inefficiency of µu = 0.2, sample sizes of n = 100, 225, 400,
noise-to-signal-ratios of η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 04 and exponential and halfnormal inefficiency distri-
butions. Simulations for each RFA setting were replicated 300 times and 200 times for each
DEA+ setting. The extremely CPU time consuming bootstrapping step used to bias-correct
the naive DEA estimates ruled out greater number of replications so far.

The performance of both approaches was measured with the following three statistics:

Bias of Mean inefficiency estimator: µ̂u − µu (18)

Bias of Noise estimator: η̂u − ηu (19)

Mean absolute Deviation (MAD) of frontier estimates: E
∣∣∣∣ln(ŷF (xi))− ln(yF (xi))

∣∣∣∣ (20)

For applied work the performance of the mean inefficiency estimator possibly is of most interest.
The other two statistics were added primarily for diagnostic purposes. The results for these
statistics should be compared in magnitude to the fixed mean 0.2 of inefficiency and the standard
deviations of 0.2 resp 0.15 (for exponential resp. halfnormal inefficiency, all on log-scale), as this
sheds light on the identification task of the estimators. Interpreting the results keep in mind,
that due do the parametrization chosen, overall variability VAR(w) changes across inefficiency
specifications: The composed error w = v − u in the halfnormal specification has only about
80% of the variability compared to the exponential specification.

4 Results

Let’s start with the case of exponential inefficiency and look at the results for Mean Inefficiency
Bias of the two approaches under consideration as given in Table 1. Except for the most
unfavorable n=100, noise=40% case, the permanently negative bias of RFA has magnitude less
than 5% (-.01) in terms of the target figure of 0.2 with standard deviations across MC-trials of
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at most 15% (0.03) again in terms of target value. I carried out simulations for settings with
different population inefficiencies (0.1 and 0.4) as well with similar results, so I just documented
the intermediate case of 0.2 true mean inefficiency.

In the case of bounded noise and consequent application of DEA+ matters deteriorate slightly.
Dropping like before the worst case of n=100 with 40% noise the maximum bias is roughly
10% with maximum standard deviations ranging up to 25% in the 40% noise scenarios. For
less noisy settings (up to 20%) DEA+ has maximum standard deviations of around 15% like
RFA. Convergence is rather poor, due to the boundary estimation step involved in DEA+ , an
observation in line with the findings in Korostelev, Simar and Tsybakov (1995) or Park, Simar
and Weiner (1997).

Looking more closely at these Monte-Carlo distributions and running Kolmogorov tests with
H0: µ̂∼ normally distributed I found that this hypothesis in only 3 of 18 cases considered in
Table 1 could be rejected at significance levels of at least 10%. Therefore the tabulated standard
deviations may be used to construct approximate confidence bands to test for difference in mean
inefficiencies of two samples.

Noise estimation of RFA for the smallest samples is negatively biased in all except one (n=100,
η=0.1) case, thus generally attributing too much weight to the noise component in total vari-
ability and too little weight to inefficiency (see Table 2). In a much more pronounced fashion
amounting to complete failure the same holds true for DEA+ , which is mainly due to a highly
overestimated shape-parameter of the Beta distribution. Thus through the DEA+ lens noise
appears as extremely peaked distribution with long, thin tails as opposed to the true inverse
U-shape as given by the true shape-parameter value β = 2.

Standard deviations of the RFA noise estimators on the other hand are very large for n=100,
η ≤ 0.2 compared to DEA+ . Thus using mean squared errors as goodness-of-fit criterion most
of the advantage of RFA with moderate noise and small samples is lost. Only when noise may
appropriately be modeled as normal and samples are at least of size n=400, RFA may be used
with more confidence. For illustration: The range between the 10% and the 90% quantiles of
the distribution of the RFA noise estimator η̂, when actually η = 0.4, shrinks from [0.16,0.64]
for n=100 to [0.30,0.50] for n=400.

In a paper by Coelli (1994) about the finite sample properties of stochastic production functions
a simpler model with a constant term but no regressors and normal noise, halfnormal inefficiency
distribution is investigated along the same lines. Coelli’s model is parametrized with γ =
σ2
U/(σ

2
U +σ2

V ) instead of the noise parameter η used here. Because of MLE’s invariance property
the η-estimates may be transformed via γ = (1 − η)/(1 − 2η/π) to yield parameter estimates
comparable with Coelli’s results. Table 7 contains the corresponding figures, all of which are
expressed in percentage terms of the true parameter values for γ.

The standard deviations of the estimators are indeed of similar size, although Coelli’s results are
more accurate owing to more replications (1000 vs. 300). The fact, that standard deviations of
the γ-estimator are smaller for RFA than in Coelli’s setting when n=400, despite a noticeable
loss in degrees of freedom (12 parameters here vs. 3 in Coelli) has to do with different σ2 =
σ2
U + σ2

V values employed. The 10% noise case here corresponds to σ2 = 0.0882, 20% to
σ2 = 0.1199 and 40% to σ2 = 0.2150. Coelli, in the light of the invariance results of Olson et al.
(1980), keeps σ2 constant at 0.25 and uses mean inefficiency values of around 0.4, depending on
the γ value chosen. So my 40% case comes closest to his choice of σ and this is nicely reflected
in the tabulated standard deviations.

Comparing Table 5 with Table 7 you will also note, that percentage bias of γ for the RFA
model in terms of target values differs from the corresponding figures for η roughly by factors
between 0.2 (η=0.4, n=100) and 30 (η=0.1, n=400). This finding of course is easily explained
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by different definitions of parameters, but it tells, that information about statistical properties
of γ are of little if any use in trying to assess the relative contributions of noise and inefficiency
to total signal variability in applied work.

Turning now to some overall measure of fit of the estimated frontier points, the mean absolute
deviations of a samples estimated frontier points from their true values is informative (see
Table 3). As the deviations are measured in log-scale, they may be compared directly with the
bias figures for the inefficiency estimator. Not surprisingly, these mean absolute deviations are
typically two to three times larger than the bias of the inefficiency estimators, as the former
focuses on point estimates. Again the assumption of unbounded noise and thus application of
RFA leads to better estimators in terms of mean squared errors as compared to the bounded
noise case.

The case of halfnormal inefficiency appears quite similar in terms of statistical properties as
a glance at the figures in Tables 4 - 6 shows. Thus the general observations made above for
exponential inefficiency still hold. As far as mean inefficiency is concerned, DEA+ and RFA
again exhibit moderate differences between. Mean squared errors (MSE) of the DEA+ estimator
are smaller than the MSE of RFA in three instances (n = 100, η ≤ 0.2 and n = 225, η = 0.1)
and vice versa for the other settings. Permanent underestimation of inefficiency via RFA is in
line with Coelli’s findings.

Bias estimates for noise given in Table 5 on the other hand show, that Coelli’s findings (with
equal error structure) of permanent underestimation of the γ-parameter, which is inversely
related to the η-parameter used here, does not generalize to this setting with multiple outputs.
Increasing sample size in my case is accompanied by switching bias from positive to negative,
although at decreasing magnitude. This means that the noise contribution to total variability
is underestimated on average for larger sample sizes, while it is constantly overestimated in
Coelli’s setting (see also Table 7 for the corresponding γ representation).

5 Conclusions

This paper investigated the finite sample properties of two basic models for technical efficiency
estimation with multiple outputs. These models are Löthgren’s ray frontier approach (RFA)
and Gstach’s adaptation of DEA to noisy settings (DEA+ ), both requiring a parametrization
of the error structure to identify inefficiency contained in noisy performance signals. But the
approaches differ basically in their respective idea of noise: RFA assumes unbounded (log-
normal) noise, as has become standard in stochastic frontier estimation. DEA+ on the other
hand is developed under the assumption of bounded (log-symmetrical-beta) noise, to exploit
the non-parametric structure of DEA.

For benchmarking I used estimators for mean sample inefficiency, for noise-to-signal-ratio and
for mean absolute deviations of frontier point estimates from their true values (MAD). The
performance of these estimators was analyzed for a known technology with two inputs and
two outputs and known error structure in a Monte-Carlo experiment with fixed mean effi-
ciency of 0.2. Settings with different noise to signal ratios (0.1, 0.2, 0.4), different sample sizes
(100,225,400) and different inefficiency distributions (exponential, halfnormal) were considered.

Mean inefficiency estimation with DEA+ for the smallest sample size (n=100) and moderate
noise (≤ 0.2) has slight advantages in terms of mean squared errors compared to RFA. But
better convergence of RFA makes it a superior choice for larger samples and more noise, given
that the unbounded noise assumption is valid. With n=400 the RFA mean inefficiency estimator
has maximum bias (across noise specifications and inefficiency distributions) of ≤ 1% and
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maximum standard deviation ≤ 14% in terms of the single fixed target value of 0.2. Bias
of DEA+ is predominantly positive, while RFA on average underestimates inefficiency in all
settings.

Noise estimation with a sample size of n=100 is a hopeless task in a statistical sense for practical
purposes with bias of up to 98% (DEA+ ) and standard deviations of up to 150% (RFA) in
terms of (varying) target values. For sample size n=400 at least for RFA matters improve
somewhat, while DEA+ simply fails as far as noise estimation is concerned. But even RFA
noise estimators with n=400 have bias of up to 11% and standard deviations of up to 36%.

Overall accuracy of DEA+ frontier estimates assessed via mean absolute deviations from the
frontier (log-scaled) is about as good as the corresponding RFA estimates for n=100 and noise
≤ 20%. But RFA converges much faster leading to roughly twice the accuracy of DEA+ for
n=400. For noise=20% and n=100 RFA on average filters around 80% of the error and DEA+

around 70%.

Further research will have to investigate the sensitivity of the two models to inappropriate
noise specifications, i.e. employing RFA when noise in fact is bounded resp DEA+ when
noise is unbounded. Analyzing the first possibility would indicate the quality of the Normal
approximation to other kinds of noise, while analyzing the second would shed some light on
the issue of DEA+ as sort of a multidimensional order statistics estimator.
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Appendix

DEA+ RFA

n=100 n=225 n=400 n=100 n=225 n=400

noise 10%, Bias -.007 .010 .011 -.009 -.000 -.000
STD .022 .019 .015 .029 .018 .014

20%, Bias .019 .025 .013 -.003 -.000 -.000
STD .030 .029 .021 .035 .021 .017

40%, Bias .032 .021 .005 -.005 -.003 -.001
STD .064 .049 .025 .048 .031 .020

Table 1: Monte-Carlo Distribution of Mean Inefficiency Estimator
for Log-Exponential Inefficiency with Mean 0.2.

DEA+ RFA

n=100 n=225 n=400 n=100 n=225 n=400

noise 10%, Bias -.094 -.085 -.074 .020 -.015 -.009
STD .012 .017 .019 .114 .039 .031

20%, Bias -.178 -.144 -.097 -.018 -.014 -.007
STD .047 .061 .050 .131 .068 .056

40%, Bias -.226 -.136 -.073 -.027 -.006 -.004
STD .228 .153 .097 .186 .120 .080

Table 2: Monte-Carlo Distribution of Noise Estimator for Log-
Exponential Inefficiency with Mean 0.2.

DEA+ RFA

n=100 n=225 n=400 n=100 n=225 n=400

noise 10%, MAD .053 .045 .038 .043 .023 .016
STD .008 .006 .007 .015 .006 .005

20%, MAD .069 .059 .047 .047 .029 .021
STD .011 .014 .011 .016 .008 .006

40%, MAD .105 .076 .054 .062 .041 .029
STD .027 .024 .009 .022 .012 .009

Table 3: Monte-Carlo Distribution of Frontier Estimators assessed
via Mean Absolute Deviations from true frontier points for Log-
Exponential Inefficiency with Mean 0.2.
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DEA+ RFA

n=100 n=225 n=400 n=100 n=225 n=400

noise 10%, Bias -.020 -.001 .005 -.019 -.002 -.000
STD .014 .011 .009 .027 .014 .011

20%, Bias -.000 .018 .021 -.011 -.001 -.001
STD .016 .012 .014 .031 .019 .013

40%, Bias .027 .040 .035 -.016 -.003 -.000
STD .056 .036 .031 .059 .032 .022

Table 4: Monte-Carlo Distribution of Mean Inefficiency Estimator
for Log-Halfnormal Inefficiency with Mean 0.2.

DEA+ RFA

n=100 n=225 n=400 n=100 n=225 n=400

noise 10%, Bias -.098 -.096 -.090 .068 -.013 -.011
STD .003 .006 .012 .156 .061 .036

20%, Bias -.195 -.189 -.166 .014 -.016 -.010
STD .012 .022 .036 .161 .095 .059

40%, Bias -.311 -.301 -.246 -.005 -.014 -.019
STD .249 .164 .144 .245 .150 .105

Table 5: Monte-Carlo Distribution of Noise Estimator for Log-
Halfnormal Inefficiency with Mean 0.2.

DEA+ RFA

n=100 n=225 n=400 n=100 n=225 n=400

noise 10%, MAD .054 .038 .034 .042 .022 .016
STD .008 .005 .005 .017 .007 .005

20%, MAD .057 .052 .047 .043 .026 .019
STD .008 .007 .009 .016 .008 .006

40%, MAD .091 .079 .067 .054 .037 .027
STD .036 .019 .018 .024 .017 .011

Table 6: Monte-Carlo Distribution of Frontier Estimators assessed via
Mean Absolute Deviations from true frontier points for Log-Halfnormal
Inefficiency with Mean 0.2.
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RFA Coelli(1994)

n=100 n=400 n=100 n=400

noise 10%, BIAS -4.1 0.4 -0.7 -0.2
STD 9.1 1.5 4.8 1.8

20%, BIAS -2.0 0.4 -1.9 -0.6
STD 11.6 3.1 10.2 3.3

40%, BIAS -5.4 0.7 -8.9 -2.6
STD 29.1 9.5 28.8 10.2

Table 7: Monte-Carlo Distribution of Gamma Estimator
(γ = σ2

U/(σ
2
U+σ2

V ) for Log-Halfnormal Inefficiency with Mean
0.2. All figures in percentage terms of true gamma values
(=0.9612 for 10% noise, 0.9167 for 20% and 0.8050 for 40%).
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